The Amazing Medallions

A Beginner Project
Four Simple Steps!! One Stamp!!

Kathy Read, artist/designer for Holly Berry House Originals, created the original Medallions as very exciting, three-dimensional art pieces that virtually every new stamper can learn to do in a two-hour beginner class. The magic is in the unique artwork. The fun is in seeing a beginning stamper delight in creating a fantastic piece of art on their very first try. While they look complicated and mysterious, all Medallions are created in four very simple steps… and with only ONE stamp!

BASIC INSTRUCTIONS

1. Emboss image on a collection of colored papers of your choice.

2. Carefully cut out the layers starting with the full image. Continue going to the next line cutting smaller and smaller images.

3. Apply glue with a SAILOR glue pen and add ART GLITTER glitter to the outside portion of each layer.

4. Attach double sticky cushion to the back of each layer. Peel off the paper, line up each layer of the artwork with the artwork underneath and attach.

To finish, cut and glue matching background papers, attach the Medallion with double sticky cushion and embellish with a bow. An amazing Medallion is done!

See samples and instructions at www.hollyberryhouse.com
Cutting guides are available for all Medallions...just ask!
See example on page 3. Call 1-800-735-2752
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Cutting Guide Sample

CUTTING GUIDE: BUTTERFLY BEGONIA 1615-P

Holly Berry House Originals Medallions are a quick and easy, three-dimensional beginner project requiring only embossing, careful cutting, glittering and layering.

This is only a suggested cutting guide. You may choose to cut differently or cut more or fewer layers. Just stamp and enjoy!

Allow 1/16" of paper around the embossing on the full image. Cut near the embossing on all other images.

The Medallions are comprised of many complete individual images. Remember to use them by themselves in many other ways.
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